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Bobby Lillis The Stronach Group
Off To New
Holds 2YO Races
Chapter
Hostage
Bobby Lillis, a longtime fixture in Maryland
horse racing known as the “Mayor of the Backstretch,” is retiring after a career in the industry
that has spanned six decades.
For the past 21 years, Lillis, 66, has served
as Benefits and Benevolence Director for the
Maryland Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association. His focus has been on those who ensure
that racehorses receive proper care seven days
a week, year-round.
“I have always held backstretch and farm
workers near and dear to my heart as I know

firsthand the sacrifices that come with their jobs
and environment,” Lillis said.
Lillis was 15 when he started working as a
hot walker for trainer Bob Holthus and lived
in a tack room at old Detroit Race Course in
Livonia, Mich., in 1969. In 1972 he went to Sugar
Hill Farm in Ocala, Fla., under the guidance of
retired jockey Sherman Armstrong to learn how
to break yearlings and become a jockey, which
he did not long after.
Lillis worked at many East Coast racetracks
and met his wife, Ruthanne, in 1975 at Monmouth Park in New Jersey. They moved to
Maryland in 1976 because the state had four
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Unless the Maryland Racing Commission
directs otherwise, there will be no 2-year-old
races in Maryland in 2020 in light of the refusal
of The Stronach Group, owner of the Maryland
Jockey Club, to card 2-year-old races unless they
are lasix-free.
In March 2019, TSG announced that it would
impose a ban on lasix in horses born after 2018
at its racetracks. The action stemmed from a
series of catastrophic injuries at Santa Anita—
though it was widely acknowledged that lasix
had nothing to do with that situation and the
announcement was considered a misdirection
to deflect criticism of the company’s safety and
welfare practices and track maintenance. Subsequently, TSG joined with a coalition of racetracks
that announced they would seek to ban lasix
in 2-year-olds beginning in 2020 and all stakes
races beginning in 2021.
The Boards of Directors of the MTHA and
Maryland Horse Breeders Association, in response to the TSG announcement, met jointly
to review the TSG lasix announcement. The
Boards determined to issue a joint statement
in opposition, and it was released on April 24,
2019. In response, TSG President Belinda Stronach asked to meet with both groups, and a
meeting was held at Laurel Park during Preakness week in 2019.
At the meeting, the group discussed the situation and sought to have Ms. Stronach appreciate how the racing industry in the Mid-Atlantic
region works collaboratively to ensure that jurisdictions adopt the same rules and regulations
in an effort to continually build upon uniformity
for the benefit of horsemen, racetracks and the
public. She acknowledged that Maryland is not
California or Florida—the other states where the
company owns racetracks—and agreed to work
collectively with Maryland leaders on the lasix

issue and not impose any mandates that would
put Maryland at a severe competitive disadvantage with its surrounding states.
The groups also indicated a willingness to
discuss lasix policies and told Ms. Stronach that
they would be willing to provide meaningful
funds for research to find a suitable alternative
to Lasix that would control respiratory bleeding
in the horse and not be necessary on race day.
Both the MTHA and MHBA invited Ms. Stronach
to join in the funding effort.
To date, Ms. Stronach has made no effort to
meet with the horsemen and breeders or engage
in any discussion about changing lasix policy in
Maryland or the Mid-Atlantic region.
At the same time, the MRC was asked whether TSG could impose a lasix ban by “house rule.”
The Attorney General’s Office, in a letter of advice to the MRC, stated:
“Clearly, COMAR 09.10.03.08 permits administration of race-day lasix. Accordingly, because the administration of lasix is allowable on
race day, implementing a house rule forbidding
its administration would be in contravention of
the current regulations … Accordingly, it is the
advice of this office that the potential imposition
of a house rule by the licensee to prohibit the
administration of race-day lasix is not allowable
without modification of COMAR 01.10.03.08.”
Subsequently, during the negotiations last
fall for funding the proposed Racing and Community Development Act for Pimlico Race
Course and Laurel—in which substantial funding was sought from the horsemen and breeders for the next 30 years—both Boards made
clear that a process for future medication policy,
among other items, would need to be resolved in
order for any permanent funding commitments
could be finalized. In reliance on the belief that
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TAXES ARE DUE
JULY 15TH

The MTHA will assist backstretch workers and
trainers to prepare and file their state and
federal tax returns. An appointment is required.
Call 410-902-6844 to schedule.
Lillis, Continued from page 1
tracks and year-round racing at Bowie Race
Course, Laurel Park, Pimlico Race Course and
the Maryland State Fair at Timonium, and currently reside in Westminster in Carroll County.
“The horse racing industry is the only work
I’ve known,” Lillis said. “It is an industry with
countless career opportunities, and the trick is
to see and take the opportunity when it presents itself,” Lillis said. “For me, it was taking a
shot at being a jockey and then later a smallpotatoes horse owner and breeder. For the last
21 years I have been Benefits Director, serving
as an advocate for backstretch workers facing
hardships and offering financial assistance to
those in need with the help of funding of the
Maryland Horsemen’s Assistance Foundation
and the MTHA.
“I want to thank you to all owners, trainers and racing fans—past and present. Because
of their investments, hundreds of thousands
of compassionate people who have a love for
horses have employment and careers. I am very
confident that our Maryland
backstretch employees are left in good hands
with in my coworkers.”
Lillis has been recognized over the years
with various awards, most recently the Godolphin Thoroughbred Industry Community
Award and the Maryland Horse Industry Board
Touch of Class Award, both in 2019. He also garnered the Maryland Racing Media Association
President’s Award, the Maryland Jockey Club
Circle of Excellence Award, the MTHA Outstanding Service to Maryland Horsemen Award
and the Thoroughbred Charities of America Distinguished Service Award, and was the Honorary Postmaster at the Alibi Breakfast.
Though he is retiring, Lillis, who has helped
educate many fans during the annual “Sunrise
Tours” Preakness week at Pimlico, will not be
a stranger at Maryland racetracks. He will continue to work for the MHAF Board of Directors.
“On a limited basis I will help the Maryland
Horsemen’s Assistance Foundation,” Lillis said.
“I was asked to stay on through the end of the
year while the organization determines its future. I will be at the racetrack periodically.”
The MTHA and those he has assisted thank
Lillis for his many years of contributions to the
Maryland racing industry.

Tom LaMarra
To Handle MTHA
Backstretch Services

Tom LaMarra, who joined the Maryland
Thoroughbred Horsemen’s Association in September 2016 to handle communications and
special projects, will add backstretch services to his duties
given the June 30 retirement
of longtime Benefits Director
Bobby Lillis.
LaMarra, a resident of Laurel, will spend most mornings
in the MTHA offices in the Laurel Park Recreation Hall and in
the frontside MTHA office in
the Laurel grandstand on race
days, as well as make trips to
Pimlico Race Course. He will
work closely with MTHA Racetrack Administrator Diana Pinones and Benevolence and Counseling Director Jessica Hammond as well as the Maryland
Jockey Club Security and Facilities departments.
“I’ve watched Bobby in action over the past
four years but it will take a little time to get

up to speed,” LaMarra said. “The programs the
MTHA provides for all those who work with
our racehorses are critically important, and I
look forward to participating in
yet another aspect of the racing
industry. In 2019 the MTHA,
in conjunction with the MJC,
expanded backstretch community outreach programs. Though
ongoing COVID-19 restrictions
have impacted such programs
because of social-distancing requirements, it is our objective
to find ways to return to some
normalcy in that regard.”
LaMarra can be reached at
859-492-8365. With access to
the Recreation Hall currently limited because of
virus protocols, please note the back door to
the office facing the racetrack will be open on
mornings when LaMarra is in the office.

Maryland Thoroughbred
Industry Scholarship
Deadline Fast Approaching
At least $20,000 or more will be distributed
nancial assistance. The deadline for application
this year through the Maryland Thoroughbred
is Aug. 10, but that date is subject to change.
Industry Scholarship Fund, including the Eddie
Scholarship recipients will be selected by
McMullen and Lucy Acton Memorial scholara committee made up of representaships.
tives from each contributing orThe scholarship program is a joint venture
between the Maryland Thoroughbred
ganization. Scholarships are paid
Horsemen’s Association, Marydirectly to the college or uniland Horse Breeders Assoversity upon qualification.
ciation, Maryland Racing
The application is
Media Associaavailable
at www.mdtion, Maryland
BRED INDUSTRY
MARYLAND THOROUGH
Jockey Club
thoroughbredscholarand various
ship.com. It requires a
other individucover letter, two letters
al donors. The program is deof recommendation, a stusigned to provide meaningful
dent’s official course schedule, and an essay in
financial assistance to currently enrolled students who are active members of the Maryland
response to a question. Documents can be upThoroughbred racing industry.
loaded on the website using the form or mailed
If you are a backstretch employee, work on
to Scholarships, 500 Redland Court, Suite 105,
a Thoroughbred farm or within the Maryland
Owings Mills, MD 21117. For more information
Thoroughbred racing industry, and you are enrolled in school this fall, you may qualify for ficall (410) 902-6842.

2YO Races, Continued
such a process would be agreed upon in any
long-term agreement required in legislation,
both groups agreed to support the plan to make
it financially viable. Had TSG been forthright
with both Boards at the time about its plans to
impose its own lasix policies without any discussion or regulatory review, and the manner
in which TSG actually planned to proceed, it
is highly unlikely that either Board would have
committed to funding the Redevelopment Plan
for the next 30 years.
As it became apparent when live racing
resumed June 1 that the MJC was not carding
2-year-old races, repeated inquiries to the MJC
and TSG by the MTHA were met with explanations having nothing to do with lasix policy
until June 18 when suddenly, and without any
prior notice or discussion with the MTHA and
MHBA, TSG advised the MRC by letter, and in
a Press Release issued at the same time, that it
intended to begin carding non-lasix 2-year-old
races beginning June 24 by “house rule” despite
the Attorney General’s opinion to the contrary.
In a legal brief filed with the MRC, TSG asserted that it did not need the racing commission’s approval, that the regulations did not apply to the company, that it had the right to card
such races under its common law powers, and
that the regulation on bleeders was poorly written and permitted TSG to card such races. In an
acrimonious and contentious meeting June 25,
the MRC rejected TSG’s arguments, advised the
company that it could not card non-lasix races
for 2-year-olds without a rule change, and referred the lasix issue to its newly formed Equine
Health, Safety and Welfare Committee that was
mandated by the Racing and Community Development Act of 2020.
In response to a question about whether
TSG planned to card 2-year-old races under current regulations in addition to non-lasix races,
TSG announced that it would refuse to card
races in which the horses could be administered
lasix, notwithstanding that Maryland law permits horses to receive such a medication.
In an effort to defuse the crisis, get 2-yearold races carded, and help the industry continue to recover from the economic crisis caused
by the COVID-19 outbreak, the MTHA Board
of Directors on July 1 offered to TSG to permit
2-year-old races to be carded for the next 90
days, with 50% of such races to be run under the current rules and 50% of the races to
be run lasix-free, and commence discussions
with TSG and the new MRC Safety and Welfare Committee on future lasix policy.
The offer was promptly rejected by TSG,
but TSG offered that it would be willing to
card some non-lasix Maryland-bred 2-year-old
races with bonuses paid by TSG. The MTHA
unanimously rejected this offer.
Which brings us to the current situation.

The manner in which this matter has been
raised and handled by TSG, particularly in light
of the history of this issue over the past year,
commitments it made to the Maryland racing
community that were not honored, and the current economic crisis in Maryland racing where
it has lost two-and-a-half months of live racing,
pari-mutuel revenue and video lottery terminal
revenue because of the shutdown and currently
can only afford to race twice a week, is bewildering to say the least.
Trainers have been conditioning 2-yearolds for months waiting for a race. Owners and
breeders are taking a major financial hit, particularly with Maryland-bred 2-year-olds that must
race in state to qualify for the lucrative owner
and breeder bonuses that are depended upon
to sustain their operations. On July 1, a $40,000
maiden special weight event at Delaware Park
was split into two divisions, each with seven
horses—almost all Maryland-based.
We are appalled and disheartened by the
defiant manner and tone in which TSG has chosen to act. We have no problem discussing and
reviewing Lasix policy in racing. It has been a
decade since the industry conducted an intensive scientific and political review of its Lasix
program, and the current regulatory scheme,
the most uniform in racing, should be reviewed.
To its credit, the MRC wants to undertake a
review before changing current regulatory policy and agrees the discussion shall be regional
in scope. There are scientific, equine safety and
welfare, integrity and public policy issues to be
considered. Apparently, TSG does not want this
discussion. Rather, it simply wants to dictate policy to trusted partners without any discussion
and review and is holding Maryland racing and
breeding hostage to achieve its goals.
In the process, TSG is causing economic
havoc and has badly damaged a decade of
partnership, trust and progress in Maryland
racing—the renaissance of Maryland racing—
as all stakeholders and the MRC have worked
collectively to lift the industry and keep disagreements behind closed doors. If successful in its strategy,TSG could set a precedent
going forward that could have them dictating
industry policy without any input from horsemen and breeders or regulatory oversight by
imposing their own rules and regulations and
in the process, reduce this industry to division
and acrimony,
The MTHA regrets that the possibility
remains there will be no 2-year-old racing in
Maryland this year. As was stated at the June
25 MRC meeting: “Maryland racing deserves
better.” We trust the MRC recognizes it powers
and responsibilities and will firmly deal with
a track owner who believes it can do what it
wants and without any regard for the industry
at large.

Commission
Approves
New Riding
Crop Policy
The Maryland Racing Commission June 25
unanimously approved a new riding crop policy
widely accepted by other jurisdictions in the
Mid-Atlantic region after months of discussion.
The policy, developed through compromise
and input from various stakeholders, allows for
six strikes of the whip—no more than two consecutive strikes—from the quarter pole to the
finish. Jockeys will be able to use the crop in
underhand fashion from the start of a race to
the quarter pole.
MRC Executive Director Mike Hopkins said
the Commission will direct the stewards to implement the policy Aug. 1 at Laurel Park. The
current Maryland policy, devised by the stewards and implemented in January 2020, allows
for 10 strikes, no more than three in a row.
“We have consensus from Pennsylvania,
Delaware, Virginia and West Virginia to adopt
the new policy going forward,” Hopkins said.
“The intention is not to eliminate use of the
whip but bring it under control.”
A penalty system endorsed by Mid-Atlantic
stakeholders will be brought before the MRC in
the future.
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Our Doctors Are In,
By Appointment
Because of COVID-19 restrictions geared
toward the health and safety of the backstretch
community, the Horsemen’s Health System is
not allowing walk-in patients in the MTHA office in the Laurel Park grandstand at this time.
Our team of MedStar Health doctors have
offered to see patients on an appointment-only
basis on live racing days, which currently are Fridays and Saturdays through August.
Those who make appointments are asked to go to the main grandstand entrance with
their Maryland Racing Commission badge so a security guard can escort them to the
MTHA office.
Please call 410-902-6844 to make an appointment.

MTHA
500 Redland Court, #105
Owings Mills, Maryland 21117
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Don’t Forget Your Masks
It is imperative that all those who work in the stable areas at Laurel Park and Pimlico Race Course
adhere to The Stronach Group’s safety protocols regarding protective masks or other face
coverings. Anyone entering either facility
must wear a face mask at all times.
The masks have been distributed
to backstretch workers, trainers, assistant trainers and exercise riders. If you
need one please see a member of the MJC
security team.
MTHA arranged for the making and shipment of reusable face masks for those on the backstretch. The equipment was manufactured by Cathy
Morse and Laura Bravo and funded by the Maryland
Horsemen’s Assistance Foundation.
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